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Introduction
The basis of this Information Paper is to raise awareness for designers and
applicants to the changes to Parts F1 and F2 and outline the key checks that will
required for applications that they are submitting from the implementation date of
the 30th June 2022.
The proposed amendments are to guidance documents only only with the regulations
remaining unchanged and another key point is that the changes will apply principally
to new buildings only.
As SAP/SBEM software has not been updated these changes will mean a number of
manual checks will be required and it is important to note that it is the designer /
applicants responsibility to demonstrate compliance.
This paper will look at how it is envisaged designers/applicants can show
compliance with the new guidance and will break it down into the requirements for
“dwellings” Part F1 first and then “buildings other than dwellings” Part F2.

Dwellings – Part F1
For dwellings there are now four new manual checks that need to be completed: Check 1 is an improvement in the emissions performance from the previous
assessment.
 Check 2 provides new more restricted limits on building fabric performance.
 Check 3 is a very straightforward change to the guidance on air tightness,
removing some of the options to avoid air tightness testing.
 Check 4 relates to issues where renewable generating technologies, such as
photo-voltaic panels, are used.
The information note will review each of the above checks

be

Check 1 – Improvement in Emissions Performance
Where a new dwelling is constructed Regulation 43B applies and the new guidance now
requires a betterment over the target emissions rate (the TER) of 40% in the case of houses,
and 25% in the case of flats. (See Paragraph 0.7 of Technical Booklet F1). The betterment
percentages are different because there should be more scope to improve houses than flats
as houses have more fabric and roof are per m2 of floor.
The betterment values achieved can be simply checked by using the formulas given in
Paragraph 2.48 of Technical Booklet F1
a) the DER for dwelling houses should better the TER by a minimum of 40%; and
DER (nzeb house) ≤ 0.6 x TER
b) the DER for flats should better the TER by a minimum of 25%.
DER (nzeb flat) ≤ 0.75 x TER
The percentage reduction achieved may be shown on the Building Regulation Compliance
Report output from SAP software (see figure highlighted in red below). If not, designers
should provide a calculation to demonstrate that the required betterment has been
achieved.

Check 2 – Building Fabric Performance
The maximum U-values for each of the elements of the building fabric that separate a
normally conditioned space from an unconditioned space or the external environment are
given in Table 2.2. In the case of dwellings the guidance also prescribes a maximum limit of
openings, which should be no greater than 25% of the total floor area. . (See Paragraph 2.43
of Technical Booklet F1).
Alternatively, a whole building area weighted U-value calculation can be carried out if a
design has additional glazing or some elements which don’t meet the new U-value.
When submitting an application there will be a number of things to be considered/checked: Designers must demonstrate that the limiting extent of external doors and glazed
openings in the dwelling is no greater than 25% of the floor area of the dwelling.
Again, SAP software (see figure highlighted in red below) outputs can be used as the
basis for presenting a calculation to building control.

Alternatively designers may use the calculated trade off approach for more highly
glazed proposals.
 The next step is to check the u-values in the SAP report against the values set out in
Table 2.2. Fabric U-values can be demonstrated using the Building Regulation
Compliance Report output from SAP software (see figure highlighted in red below).
If the values are higher than those of Table 2.2 the designer has chosen the whole
building calculated trade off approach they must provide a further calculation.

The maximum permissible values output by the software may not reflect the revised
limiting values in the updated Table 2.2- this will need to be checked in each scenario
as the OK outputs may no longer be reliable. (see figure highlighted in red below).

x

x

 If there is more than 25% glazing or if a particular average elemental U-value
doesn’t comply with new Table 2.2 limits, then a simple spreadsheet calculation
should be provided by the designer to demonstrate that the whole building
performance provides an equivalent performance to a building that would have
complied.
The approach is in keeping with the assessment for extensions to dwellings outlined
in Section 3 of technical booklet F1.

x

The average area u-value is calculated using the following formula from Paragraph
3.14 of Technical Booklet F1

Sample Spread Sheet
CALCULATED TRADE OFF APPROACH
U VALUE CALCULATOR
CALCULATED
TABLE 2.2
TRADE OFF
LIMITING U
APPROACH
VALUES
AREA
U VALUES
0.18
82.26
0.22
0.18
52.02
0.15
0.16
52.02
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00

AREA
82.26
52.02
52.02
0.00

26.01

23.16

ELEMENT
WALL
FLOOR
ROOF
PARTY WALL
WINDOWS, ROOF
WINDOWS, GLAZED
ROOFLIGHTS,
CURTAIN WALLING &
PEDESTRIAN DOORS*
1.40
TARGET AVERAGE AREA
WEIGHTED U VALUE
CALCULATED TRADE OFF APPROACH
AVERAGE AREA WEIGHTED U VALUE

1.40
0.328

0.308
*Area of openings for the target calculation is 25% of the floor area in all cases (or, if
the total exposed façade is less than 25% of the total floor area, the total exposed
facade area). The area used in the trade off approach should be as per the actual
building.

Check 3 – Air-tightness Performance
The new guidance has removed the option in Paragraph 2.24(b) of Technical Booklet F1 for
air permeability assessment for a assumed value of 15 m3/(h.m2) at 50 Pa to be submitted
on small sites for untested dwellings. So as part of plan assessments it is necessary to check
that this value has not been used in the SAP software submission. This information should
be readily available in the software outputs.

Check 4 – Electricity Generated by Renewable Technologies
The betterment requirement of the TER as set out in check 1 above is expected to lead to a
greater use of renewable generation technologies. Where renewable generation
technologies are used to produce electricity, designers are encouraged to engage at an early
stage with Northern Ireland Electricity Networks (NIE) to confirm the type of connection
that can be provided. (See Paragraphs 2.17 to 2.22 of Technical Booklet F1).
The following are items that designers/applicants need to consider when submitting a
building control application: Confirmation of type of connection i.e. export or non-export. Applicants should
make an application to NIE at early stage and as part of this they will get a copy of a
formal connection offer which will provided details of both import (MIC) and export
(MEC) values where applicable if this is available at plan submission stage a copy of
this should be provided to Building Control.
 If the design is for an export connection and the confirmation is not available at
stage when application is submitted it will then need to be provided at completion
stage or completion certificate may not be issued.
 If the design is for a non-export connection then the designer needs to provide
evidence of compliance with a non-export connection at plans application stage.
This evidence will be in the form of a report as outlined in Paragraphs 2.20 and 2.21
of Technical Booklet F1 and should include the following information:






appropriate system sizing;
energy storage technologies such as a diverter to hot water or battery
storage have been considered;
potential future loads (e.g. electric vehicle charging) that could increase the
extent to which the energy generated would be used;
any particular occupancy pattern (e.g. dwellings for elderly or live/work
units);
any other information that details any limitation or potential performance
gap; and
confirmation that the extent of the gap has been notified to the building
owner.

 Applicants/designers need to be aware that at completion stage confirmation will be
required that an export connection has been provided as per the approved
submission, if at this stage it is not then a report demonstrating compliance with a
non-export connection will be required.

 If a non-export connection was part of the initial design a similar report will be
required on completion to take into account any adjustments in the as built
construction.
Dwelling Checks Summary
The checklist on the next page may be submitted with each application to capture the
relevant information in each of the checks outlined above.

Part F. NZEB Manual Checks for Domestic Applications (From 30th June 2022)
Building Regulation Applicant
Proposed Site Address
Agents Details

(1)

SAP (TER/DER) 40% Betterment Dwelling House, 25% Betterment Flats.

Design TER

Design
DER

%
Lower

(2) Limiting U-values (W/m2.K)
Element

Wall

Area-weighted
average U-value
(Max allowed)
0.18

Floor

0.18

0.60

Roof

0.16

0.30

Party Wall

0.00

0.60

Windows, roof
windows, glazed
roof lights, curtain
walling & pedestrian
doors
.

1.40

3.00

External doors and glazed openings
in a dwelling no greater than 25% of
the floor area of the dwelling.

As-designed

Maximum Uvalue at any
point
0.60

M2

Floor Area (a)
Ext Doors/Glazed Openings
(b)

As-designed

b ÷ a x 100

2

M

=

%

Note:
(1) Where the source of space heating is underfloor heating, the maximum floor U-value should be 0.15
W/m2K
Note:
Proposed Alternative Approach Used (whole building calculated trade-off
approach)
*If Yes supporting calculation to be submitted

Yes

No

(3) Air Permeability m3/(h.m2)
As Designed Proposed

(4) Electricity generated by renewable technologies
Has a renewable technology been proposed
that generates electricity?

Design Stage
Yes

Where electricity is generated, is an export
connection proposed?
*If an non-export connection has suitable report
been provided

No
Design Stage

Yes

No

Yes

No

Buildings Other than Dwellings – Part F2
For building other than dwellings there are also four new manual checks that need to be
completed: Check 1 is an improvement in the emissions performance from the previous
assessment.
 Check 2 provides new more restricted limits on building fabric performance.
 Check 3 is a very straightforward change to the guidance on air tightness,
removing some of the options to avoid air tightness testing.
 Check 4 relates to issues where renewable generating technologies, such as
photo-voltaic panels, are used.
Each of these checks will now be looked at it a bit more detail.
Check 1 – Improvement in Emissions Performance
Where a new building is constructed the emissions rate is generally expected to be bettered
by at least 15%, although there is some potential easement of this where the building is
heated with a heat pump. (See Paragraph 0.7 of Technical Booklet F2).
If the building is not new then the betterment does not apply as NZEB requirements are not
applicable. In some cases, however, an emissions assessment may still be required. The most
obvious example of this is where the emissions assessment is for an extension of more than
100m2 and greater than 25% of the total useful floor area of the existing building. In this
case the 15% betterment requirement would not apply but the BER would still need to be no
greater than the TER.
The betterment values achieved can be simply checked by using the formulas given in
Paragraph 2.61 of Technical Booklet F2.
BER(nzeb) ≤ 0.85 x TER
The emissions values should be readily obtained from the BURKL output report (see below)
and it is the Designer’s responsibility to show the simple calculation of the betterment
achieved.

The percentage betterment can be eased where the space heating is provided by a heat
pump. This is applied on a pro-rata basis. For example if 50% of the annual space heating

demand is delivered by a heat pump, the BER should better the TER by 7.5%. If all the space
heating is provided by a heat pump then no betterment is required.
The percentage of heating demand provided by heat pumps can be found in the software
outputs see example below. In this example a 32% of the heating demand comes from a
heat pump therefore the overall betterment requirement will reduce from 15% to 11%
reduction of the TER.

The betterment pro-rata reduction is calculated using the formula given in Paragraph 2.62
of Technical Booklet F2

If there is an option for space heating to be provided by either a heat pump or another
source the heat pump should be ignored and the BER should better the TER by at least 15%
Check 2 – Building Fabric Performance
The maximum U-values for each of the elements of the building fabric that separate a
normally conditioned space from an unconditioned space or the external environment are
given in Table 2.3. Unlike dwellings there is no limit on the extent of glazing that can be
provided due to the variety of building types.
Alternatively, a whole building area weighted U-value calculation can be carried out if a
design has some elements which don’t quite meet the new U-value.

The emissions values should be available in the BRUKL output report (see figures outlined in
red) If values are higher than those of Table 2.3 and the designer has chosen the whole
building calculated trade off approach they must provide a further calculation.
Again the limiting u-values (see figures outlined in blue) may not correspond to the values in
new Table 2.3 and will need to be checked.

If a particular average elemental U-value doesn’t comply with new Table 2.3 limits, then a
simple spreadsheet calculation should be provided by the designer to demonstrate that the
whole building performance provides an equivalent performance to a building that would
have complied.
The approach is in keeping with what is used for dwellings but should be simpler to verify as
there is no glazing restriction to take account so the extent of glazing in the assessment is
the same as the actual building proposal.
The average area u-value is calculated using the following formula taken from Paragraph
3.22 of Technical Booklet F2

Sample Spread Sheet

Check 3 – Air-tightness Performance
The new guidance has removed the option in Paragraph 2.86(b) of Technical Booklet F for
air permeability assessment for a assumed value of 15 m3/(h.m2) at 50 Pa to be submitted
on on non-domestic buildings smaller than 500 m2.
So as part of the application submission it is necessary to check that this value has not been
used in the SBEM software submission. This information should be readily available in the
software outputs.

Check 4 – Electricity Generated by Renewable Technologies
The betterment requirement of the TER as set out in check 1 above is expected to lead to a
greater use of renewable generation technologies. Where renewable generation
technologies are used to produce electricity, designers are encouraged to engage at an early
stage with Northern Ireland Electricity Networks (NIE) to confirm the type of connection
that can be provided. (See Paragraphs 2.34 to 2.39 of Technical Booklet F1).

The following is items that designers/applicants need to consider when making a building
control application: Confirmation of type of connection i.e. export or non-export. Applicants should
make an application to NIE at early stage and as part of this they will get a copy of a
formal connection offer which will provided details of both import (MIC) and export
(MEC) values where applicable if this is available at plan submission stage a copy of
this should be provided to Building Control.
 If the design is for an export connection and the confirmation is not available at
stage when application is submitted it will then need to be provided at completion
stage or completion certificate may not be issued.
 If the design is for a non-export connection then the designer needs to provide
evidence of compliance with a non-export connection at plans application stage.
This evidence will be in the form of a report as outlined in Paragraphs 2.37 and 2.38
of Technical Booklet F2 and should include the following information:






appropriate system sizing;
energy storage technologies such as a diverter to hot water or battery
storage have been considered;
potential future loads (e.g. electric vehicle charging) that could increase the
extent to which the energy generated would be used;
any particular occupancy pattern variation from the NCM Activity Database
assumptions;
any other information that details any limitation or potential performance
gap; and
confirmation that the extent of the gap has been notified to the building
owner.

 Applicants/designers need to be aware that at completion stage confirmation will be
required that an export connection has been provided as per the approved
submission, if at this stage it is not then a report demonstrating compliance with a
non-export connection will be required.
 If a non-export connection was part of the initial design a similar report will be
required on completion to take into account any adjustments in the as built
construction.
Buildings Other Than Dwelling Checks Summary
The checklist on the next page may be submitted with each application to capture the
relevant information in each of the checks outlined above.

Part F. NZEB Manual Checks for Non- Domestic Applications (From 30th June
2022)
Building Regulation Applicant
Proposed Site Address
Agent Details

(1)

SBEM (TER/BER) 15% Betterment.

Design TER
(A)
Has a Pro-rata
reduction for use of
heat pump being
applied

Design BER
(B)
Yes

% Lower
Calculation
Provided

Yes

No

Revised
Percentage
reduction
to BER

No

%

(2) Limiting U-values (W/m2.K)
Element

Wall
Floor
Roof- pitched
Roof - flat

Area-weighted
average U-value
(Max allowed)
0.21
0.21
0.16
0.20

As-designed

Maximum Uvalue at any
point
0.60
0.60
0.30
0.30

Party Wall
Windows, roof
windows, rooflights
Curtain walling
Pedestrian doors
Vehicle access and
similar large doors
High-Usage
entrance doors
Roof Ventilators

0.20
1.60

0.60
3.00

1.80
1.60
1.50

3.00
3.00
4.00

3.50

6.00

3.50

6.00

Swimming pool

0.25

Note:
Proposed Alternative Approach Used (whole building calculated trade-off
approach)
*If Yes supporting calculation to be submitted

Asdesigned

Yes

No

(3) Air Permeability m3/(h.m2)
As Designed Proposed

As Built Tested

(4) Electricity generated by renewable technologies
Has a renewable technology been proposed
that generates electricity?

Design Stage
Yes

Where electricity is generated, is an export
connection proposed?
*If an non-export connection has suitable
report been provided

Asbuilt

No
Design Stage

Yes

No

Yes

No

Conclusion
The intention of this Information Paper is to raise awareness of the manual
checks that will be required when making applications for new buildings that
are received on or after the 30th of June 2022.
This is only a quick overview of the key changes and it is the
designers/applicants responsibility to demonstrate compliance with all part of
the Building Regulations.

‘This Information Paper has been produced as an interpretation of the
information available at a point in time. It is the Applicant/Designers
responsibility to ensure that they are in compliance with the Building
Regulations. This document is subject to revision in the event of changes to
the legislation or other mitigating circumstances’.

